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Abstract 
 
A central challenge in developing quantum computers and long-range quantum networks lies in the              
distribution of entanglement across many individually controllable qubits1. Colour centres in diamond have             
emerged as leading solid-state ‘artificial atom’ qubits2,3, enabling on-demand remote entanglement4, coherent            
control of over 10 ancillae qubits with minute-long coherence times5, and memory-enhanced quantum             
communication6. A critical next step is to integrate large numbers of artificial atoms with photonic               
architectures to enable large-scale quantum information processing systems. To date, these efforts have been              
stymied by qubit inhomogeneities, low device yield, and complex device requirements. Here, we introduce a               
process for the high-yield heterogeneous integration of ‘quantum micro-chiplets’ (QMCs) – diamond            
waveguide arrays containing highly coherent colour centres – with an aluminium nitride (AlN) photonic              
integrated circuit (PIC). Our process enables the development of a 72-channel defect-free array of              
germanium-vacancy (GeV) and silicon-vacancy (SiV) colour centres in a PIC. Photoluminescence           
spectroscopy reveals long-term stable and narrow average optical linewidths of 54 MHz (146 MHz) for GeV                
(SiV) emitters, close to the lifetime-limited linewidth of 32 MHz (93 MHz). Additionally, inhomogeneities in               
the individual qubits can be compensated in situ with integrated tuning of the optical frequencies over 100                 
GHz. The ability to assemble large numbers of nearly indistinguishable artificial atoms into phase-stable PICs               
provides an architecture toward multiplexed quantum repeaters7,8 and general-purpose quantum computers9–11. 
 
Main text  
 
Artificial atom qubits in diamond combine minute-scale quantum memory times5 with efficient spin-photon             
interfaces2, making them attractive for processing and distributing quantum information1,3. However, the low             
device yield of functional qubit systems presents a critical barrier to large-scale quantum information              
processing (QIP). Furthermore, although individual diamond cavity systems coupled to artificial atoms can             
now achieve excellent performance, the lack of active chip-integrated photonic components and wafer-scale             
single crystal diamond currently prohibit scaling to large-scale QIP applications8–11. A promising method to              
alleviate these constraints is heterogeneous integration (HI), which is increasingly used in advanced             
microelectronics to assemble separately fabricated sub-components into a single, multifunctional chip. HI            
approaches have also recently been used to integrate PICs with quantum devices, including quantum dot               
single-photon sources12,13, superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors14, and nitrogen-vacancy (NV)         
centre diamond waveguides15. However, these demonstrations assembled components one-by-one, which          
presents a formidable scaling challenge. The diamond ‘quantum micro-chiplet (QMC)’ introduced here            
significantly improves HI assembly yield and accuracy to enable a 72-channel defect-free waveguide-coupled             
artificial atoms-photonics microchip. The PIC features diamond emitters with high coupling efficiencies,            
optical coherences near the lifetime limit, and integrated control to compensate for spectral inhomogeneities              
on chip. 
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Figure 1| Scalable integration of artificial atoms with photonics. The separate fabrication of sub-components before their 
final assembly maximises the yield, size, and performance of the hybrid emitter-photonics chip. A pick-and-place method 
transfers pre-screened QMCs from their parent diamond chip into a socket containing efficient photonic interfaces, as well 
as electrical wires for controlling colour centres.  
 

Figure 1 illustrates the QMC-PIC assembly process. The multi-chip module contains waveguides in a              
single-crystal AlN layer that has low autofluorescence and loss in the visible spectrum16,17. Additionally, it               
contains electrical wires for controlling colour centres. As detailed below, we pre-screened and subsequently              
transferred suitable QMCs into the micro-chiplet sockets using a pick-and-place process.  
 
First, we demonstrate the fabrication and high-yield coupling of emitters into a diamond QMC. We chose the                 
negatively charged GeV and SiV centres because of their stable optical and spin properties18–23 in               
nanophotonic devices. The process begins with focused ion beam (FIB) implantation of Ge+ and Si+ into a 1                  
µm pitch square array in a single-crystal diamond substrate, followed by high temperature annealing (see               
Supplementary Information)24. This process generates spots of tightly localised GeV centres (depth of ~74              
nm, vertical straggle ~12 nm, lateral FWHM distribution ~40 nm) and SiV centres (~113 nm, ~19 nm, ~50                  
nm), which we then registered relative to pre-fabricated alignment markers by photoluminescence (PL)             
microscopy. We fabricated the QMCs over the emitter arrays using a combination of electron-beam              
lithography (EBL) and quasi-isotropic etching25,26. Fig. 2a shows scanning electron micrographs (SEMs) of             
various suspended chiplets containing 8- or 16-channel waveguide arrays connected by diamond ‘trusses’, as              
seen in the close-up SEMs in Fig. 2b,c and Fig. 2g, respectively. Structurally, much larger arrays are                 
fabricable and integrable: we successfully transferred QMCs with as many as 64 waveguide components (see               
Supplementary Information). Despite a misalignment between the FIB mask and the QMC patterns, the PL               
scans showed that 40% of 8-channel QMCs are “defect-free” (i.e. they have more than one stable colour                 
centre per waveguide) as shown in Fig. 2e (see Supplementary Information). The defect-free yield of the                
16-channel QMCs was lower as these are more susceptible to misalignment, so we did not use them in this                   
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study. With improvements in FIB alignment and lithography, much higher yield should be possible in future                
work.  

 
Figure 2 | Fabrication and integration of QMC with integrated photonics. a, SEM overview of the parent diamond chip                   
containing over 500 micro-chiplets for heterogeneous integration. b, A 16-channel QMC. c, An 8-channel QMC with                
varying mechanical beam rigidity. d, PL map of GeV centres (bright spots) in a 16-channel QMC. e, PL map of SiV centres                      
(bright spots) in a defect-free 8-channel QMC. f, An AlN-on-sapphire integrated photonics module that interfaces with the                 
diamond QMC placed in the chiplet socket.  g, Close-up SEM of the diamond QMC and AlN photonic interfaces. 
 

Figure 2f shows one of ten micro-chiplet sockets connecting 8 input and 8 output waveguide arrays to an                  
8-channel QMC. We fabricated this PIC on a wafer of single-crystal AlN on a sapphire substrate using EBL                  
and chlorine reactive ion etching16 (see Supplementary Information). Using piezo-controlled          
micro-manipulators, we were able to transfer QMCs into the micro-chiplet sockets with a success rate of                
90%. The diamond waveguides (width 340 nm, height 200 nm) transfer light into the AlN waveguides (width                 
800 nm, height 200 nm) through inverse tapered sections with simulated efficiency of 97% (98%) at 602 nm                  
(737 nm) wavelength. The SEM of an assembled device in Fig. 2g shows a transverse placement error of (38                   
± 16) nm. For such typical errors, simulations indicate a drop in coupling efficiency by 10% or 0.46 dB (see                    
Supplementary Information). We find that the transfer of the QMCs is substantially easier than for individual                
waveguides due to its rigidity and many alignment features.  
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Figure 3 | Integrated quantum photonics with colour centres. a, Experimental setup in a 4K cryostat showing the input                   
and output optical interfaces ①, ②, and ③. b, Energy level and spectrum of a GeV centre. Resonant excitation probed                    
transition C, which is the brightest and narrowest line. c, Optical image of ten QMC-populated micro-chiplet sockets                 
containing GeV or SiV centres. The ‘empty’ module indicates a failed QMC placement. d, Auto-correlation measurements                
of a single GeV in Channel 41 under off-resonant 2 mW, 532 nm excitation (bottom) and under resonant 10 nW, 602 nm                      
excitation (top) e, Observation of waveguide-coupled single photons from every GeV channel in the PIC. f,                
Photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spectrum (FWHM linewidth Γ = 37(3) ΜΗz) of a single GeV in Channel 41 with                  
all-fibre excitation and detection routed on-chip via ①. g, Excitation via ② and fluorescence detection via ①. This                  
geometry allows GeV resonance fluorescence detection at least 18 dB above background, without filtering (spectral,               
temporal, polarisation). h, In transmission, a single GeV center causes coherent extinction of ΔΤ/Τ = 38(9)% (orange curve,                  
Γ = 35(15) MHz); the PLE spectrum is shown in the red curve (Γ = 40(5) MHz). 
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We performed experiments in a closed-cycle cryostat with a base temperature below 4K, as illustrated in Fig.                 
3a. The optical fibre labeled ① couples pump light (fluorescence) to (from) the QMC via the AlN                 
waveguides. A microscope objective also provides optical access to the QMC, e.g., to a colour centre (optical                 
interface ②) or a scattering site (③). Fig. 3b shows the energy level and emission spectrum of a single GeV                    
when pumped through ② and collected through ①. Off-resonant excitation using 532 nm light with off-chip                
pump filtering in this configuration enables the rapid identification of single emitters (indicated by a photon                
autocorrelation function g(2)(0) < 0.5). The bottom panel of Fig. 3d shows a typical photon antibunching                
(g(2)(0) = 0.19(7)) from a single GeV centre (Channel 41) pumped near saturation, without background or                
detector jitter correction. Under the resonant excitation (10 nW, 602 nm) of transition C (see Fig. 3b) of the                   
zero-phonon line (ZPL), the photon purity improves to g(2)(0) = 0.06(2) (top panel of Fig. 3d). By repeated                  
measurements (pump through ② and collection through ①), we identified single GeV emitters in all               
integrated QMC waveguides as summarised by their photon statistics in Fig. 3e.  
 
Next, we investigated the optical coherence of the GeV using all-fibre spectroscopy. Fig. 3f shows the                
photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spectrum of the Channel 41 GeV as we scanned a resonant laser across                
its ZPL (transition C) with both excitation and detection through the fibre interface ①. The measured                
linewidth of Γ = Γ0 + 2Γd = 37 ΜΗz (3 MHz fit uncertainty) is near the lifetime limit Γ0 = 1/2πτ = 24(2) MHz,                         
obtained from the excited state lifetime τ (see Supplementary Information).  
 
The PIC geometry also enables the direct detection of ZPL resonance fluorescence without any spectral,               
temporal, or polarisation filtering, even under resonant excitation. Fig. 3g plots the resonance fluorescence              
obtained for top excitation (②) and waveguide collection without filtering in the detection via ①. By                
polarizing the pump E-field along the waveguide axis to minimize excitation of the TE waveguide mode, this                
cross-excitation/detection configuration achieves a ZPL intensity 18 dB above background, comparable to            
free-space diamond entanglement experiments using cross-polarisation and time-gated detection27.  
 

 
Figure 4 | Defect-free arrays of optically coherent waveguide-coupled emitters. a, PLE spectra of GeV centres in each                  
waveguide of a characteristic 8-channel GeV QMC, with a mean (± standard deviation) linewidth of Γ = 54 (± 24) MHz. b,                      
PLE spectra of SiVs in an 8-channel SiV QMC, with a mean linewidth Γ = 146 (± 20) MHz. 
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According to finite-difference time-domain simulations of our system, an ideal emitter in the optimal              
configuration has a spontaneous emission coupling efficiency of β = 0.8 into the diamond waveguide.               
Experimentally, we measured this efficiency by measuring the transmission of a laser field through a single                
GeV centre (Fig. 3h). By injecting a laser field through ③ and monitoring the transmission T via ①, we                   
observed an extinction of 1 − T = 0.38(9) when on resonance with the GeV centre. This extinction places a                    
lower bound of the emitter-waveguide cooperativity at C = 0.27(10) and β = 0.21(6). By accounting for                 
residual line broadening and for the ZPL emission fraction (~0.6), the dipole-waveguide coupling efficiency              
is at least 0.55(18); see Supplementary Information for other factors that reduce β.  
 
The excellent coherence of the GeV centre in Channel 41 is not unique. Fig. 4a reports the linewidths of every                    
channel in a characteristic 8-channel GeV diamond chiplet, all measured through the on-chip routing of               
fluorescence into an optical fibre. We find a mean ± standard deviation normalised linewidth of Γ/Γ0 = 1.7 ±                    
0.7, with GeV channels 41, 45, and 48 exhibiting lifetime-limited values of 1.0(2), 0.9(1), and 1.0(2),                
respectively. From these measurements, we also obtained the inhomogeneous ZPL C transition frequency             
distribution of 85 GHz. In waveguides channels 65-72 (see Fig. 3c), we investigated an 8-channel QMC of                 
SiV centres, whose linewidths are summarised in Fig. 4b. The SiV centres are also within a factor of Γ/Γ0 =                     
1.6 ± 0.2 from SiV centres in bulk diamond28, with an inhomogeneous distribution of 30 GHz. In all these                   
measurements, we averaged each PLE spectrum over ~5 minutes (5000 experiments), demonstrating the             
long-term stability of the optical coherences in the heterogeneously integrated nanophotonic devices.  
 

 
Figure 5 | Controlling the optical transitions of colour centres on a PIC. a, We applied a DC bias between the metal                      
layer Au 1 on diamond and metal Au 2 on the substrate to electrostatically actuate the QMC. b, SEM of the gold electrodes                       
and an integrated QMC with varying mechanical rigidity. In this experiment, we investigated the optical response of                 
emitters 1A, 1B, and 2 to strain. c, Intra-waveguide Emitter 1A and Emitter 1B overlaps spectrally at 24.5 V.                   
Inter-waveguide overlapping between Emitter 2 and Emitter 1A (1B) occurs at 2 V (12 V). Error bars for Emitter 1A and                     
Emitter 2 are smaller than the data points.  

 
Finally, we take advantage of the electrical layers in our chip to tune the optical transitions of diamond colour                   
centres. As recently reported, the deformation of a diamond waveguide modifies the orbital structure of an                
embedded colour centre and its optical transition29, making it possible to strain-tune separate emitters to the                
same frequency30,31. Here, we use a QMC that consists of waveguides with different lengths and therefore                
different strain responses. As shown in Fig. 5a, we fabricated a capacitive actuator consisting of one gold                 
electrode (Au 1) on the diamond top side, separated transversely by 1.5 µm from a gold ground plane (Au 2)                    
on the sapphire region of the AlN chip. Fig. 5b shows the fabricated chip. By applying DC voltages, as shown                    
in Fig. 5c, the optical transition C of Emitter 1A (green) tunes to that of Emitter 1B (orange) near 24.5 V. At 2                       
V and 12 V, Emitter 2 (blue) in another waveguide channel also overlaps spectrally with Emitters 1A and 1B,                   
respectively, both initially separated from Emitter 2 by ~10 GHz. At higher voltages, we observed tuning                
ranges up to 100 GHz, larger than the inhomogeneous centre frequency distribution of 88 GHz, and only                 
limited by stiction between the QMC and the substrate (see Supplementary Information).  
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In conclusion, we have demonstrated an approach for high-yield integration of large numbers of              
waveguide-coupled, optically coherent diamond colour centres into photonic integrated circuits. Our approach            
for QMC integration into hybrid PICs would also enable large-scale assembly of other emitter types including                
NV centres15, other diamond Group-IV quantum memories32, quantum dots33, and rare-earth ion dopants34,35.             
The same nanofabrication process25,26 can produce diamond photonic crystal nanocavities with quality factors             
over 104, which would enable atom-photon cooperativities in excess of 100. The inclusion of CMOS               
electronics in our modular architecture would also provide a path towards large-scale chip-integrated quantum              
control36,37. These advances, taken together with the deterministic assembly of large-scale artificial atoms with              
PICs with phase-stable interferometers16,38 and modulators39,40,41 in AlN or lithium niobate integrated            
photonics42,43, set the stage for high-rate photon-mediated entanglement generation that underpins applications            
from multiplexed quantum repeaters44,45 to modular quantum computing9,11,46. 
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